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the bookshelf is a compilation of the works of her heroes, which to her means writers such as hemingway, wolfe, and chekhov. she also has photos of her life as a child, with a little red wagon she named the central and her age-mates. next to it are photos of her high school
years, when she was first doing stand-up comedy on campus. a collection of old copies of el heraldo and the manila times keepsakes are next. and there are original copies of jennylyns work, copies of the national book award she won as part of a group of four for her debut
novel, pitong guhit, and copies of her works. in the corner, some of her award-winning design work is displayed, including a namoc best of design winner and national artist of the philippines. one of the two works that she has on permanent display is a larger-than-life painting of
a nude woman on stilts, based on one of her designs, which was used as the backdrop for a song in her movie, pagmamahal kay jennylyn mercado. sitting on the left, is her design for a bed. there’s a warm, inviting feel to this one-bedroom apartment in taguig, where a sense of
order prevails. this is, after all, the tiny apartment of the award-winning jennylyn mercado, principal author of her latest book, the lives of artists. with just enough space for books,a communal coffee table, a piano, and a space for a bed to sleep in, the apartment is the domain
of the 36-year-old writer and designer. and it feels homier with every passing day. not only does the coffee table book of jennylyn mercado tell the story of the stars basic designs, its design philosophy statement. yes, weve seen the usual cluttered home furnishing with lots of
free-flowing heaps of stuff piled everywhere. but thats not always what an average filipina housewife wants for their home. jennylyn herself pares down her household items and creates a more functional space, clear, clean, and order. she explains why she wants to limit the
number of her stuff, the useless things she doesnt want, and the things she needs for daily living.
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